**Pledges from Member States to strengthen the joint operations in the Mediterranean**

**Extraordinary European Council, 23 April 2015**

| 1. | Latvia          | – Helicopter (crew of 14 persons; available from 01.06.2015. till end of year);  
|    |                 | – Costal patrol boat (crew of 4 persons; available from 01.10.2015 till end of year);  
|    |                 | – Thermovision van (crew of 4 persons; available from 01.06.2015. till end of year);  
|    |                 | – Thermovision van (crew of 4 persons; available from 01.05.2015. till 31.07.2015.);  
|    |                 | – Thermovision van (crew of 4 persons; available from 01.08.2015. till 30.09.2015.);  
|    |                 | – Up to seven-specialist screening and debriefing experts to assist with a processing of irregular migrants;  
|    |                 | – (pos. subject to successful procurement) a patrol aircraft (Britten Norman BN-2A Islander-2T) equipped for border surveillance (available from September till end of year); |
| 2. | Italy           | |
| 3. | Greece          | |
| 4. | Lithuania       | – 1 interview expert for the month of July to support Triton Operation  
|    |                 | – 1 helicopter for 2 months with 2 crews and operating personnel (total 10 persons) to Frontex operations in Mediterranean region |
| 5. | Ireland         | – a naval vessel to reinforce joint operations in the Mediterranean (subject to legal considerations)  
|    |                 | – financial contributions to assist with humanitarian efforts (Red Cross) |
| 6. | Croatia         | |
| 7. | Cyprus          | |
| 8. | Denmark         | - will contribute on basis of needs |
| 9. | Poland          | - 1 plane specially equipped for maritime patrolling |
| 10. | Hungary       | - Deploy (additional) 4 experts (2 asylum experts and 2 border police officers) to support the joint Frontex/EASO operations;  
| |                 | [In the past: 20-30 Hungarian experts per year participated in joint Frontex or EASO operations] |
| 11. | Belgium        | - Naval Vessel  
|    |                 | - Officers |
| 12. | Spain           | |
| 13. | Sweden          | [based on the operational needs and in agreement with Frontex ready to deploy:] |
Aircrafts and vessels from the Swedish Coast Guard to reinforce the Triton operation

**14. Czech Republic**
- [provisional indication:]
  - Financial contribution - 10 million CZK (approx. 370.000 EUR) to reinforce Frontex operations (or other possible EU operations) in the Mediterranean;
  - Expertise – 60 experts in the field of migration, asylum and border management, who are immediately available to participate in joint EU operations;
  - Technical equipment – patrol cars, thermovision vans, dogs

**15. France**
- During the period 1.02-31.12.2015, FR had committed to make available:
  - 3 experts (deb Briefers and screeners) from the Central Directorate of Border Police;
  - 1 surveillance plane F-406 for 15 days in March.

FR ready to further strengthen the Triton operation by proposing additional means of support:
- 5 experts (deb Briefers and screeners) from the Central Directorate of Border Police
- 1 surveillance plane F-406 for 15 days in September (offered by the Directorate-General of Customs and Indirect Taxes), aircraft already offered to Frontex for 10 days;
- 1 patrol boat of 54 meters for period of 30 days in November

**16. Slovenia**

**17. Portugal**
- contribute on basis of needs

**18. Germany**
- 10 ships;
- 1 naval vessel;
- participation in the future 'Atalanta' type operation;
- asylum experts to support EL and IT

**19. Finland**
- [in addition to the patrol vessel currently operating under Poseidon until the end of May – 4 months in total]:
  - A surveillance airplane (half of Finland’s surveillance plane capacity) to operate under Triton on 1-31 May 2015;
  - A surveillance airplane to a Frontex Operation in autumn 2015

**20. Romania**

**21. Austria**

**22. Bulgaria**

**23. Estonia**

**24. UK**
- 30 experts
- Helicopter carrier
- 2 Border Patrol Ships (Conditions to be sorted out)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Contribution Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 28  | Luxembourg    |  – Reinforcing engagement of staff in the Triton Operation;  
                               – Deployment of equipment for the Triton Operation (planes or satellite surveillance system);  
                               – Bilateral financial support to most affected MS or humanitarian organisations initiatives (amounts to be confirmed) |
| OTHER | Norway |  – One Civilian Vessel  
                               – EUR 6.25 million in humanitarian aid |